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We would like to make an oral submission. Please contact info@cyclewellington.org.nz

Key points of our submission

● Overall: this project is important and urgent, and we strongly support it
● Specific design details:

○ Mein Street intersection: changes improve intersection
○ Riddiford Street: great overall, but sharing with traffic at a key conflict point

undermines the experience
○ Adelaide Road: poor connections near the Basin affect comfort and legibility
○ Basin Reserve: better connections and 24/7 access please
○ Cambridge Terrace: continuity and minimum conflict is important
○ Kent Terrace: please ensure the crossing timing is safe and efficient for biking

● Bus improvements: yes please! Make it all 24/7
● Parking changes: stick to the Parking Policy
● Please open and enforce each section quickly
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Overall: this project is important and urgent, and we
strongly support it

● Everyone in our community deserves safe and attractive streets. Bike and bus lanes are
climate action. We are grateful to the Council for accelerating work on this.

● We support the repurposing of street space as much as possible to enable people to
travel by public transport, walking, scooting, and cycling.

● If we continue at our current rate of car use, our transport network will grind to a halt.
We need to rebalance street space to make it safer and easier for people to walk, ride,
scoot, or use public transport.

● This plan is consistent with Council goals for climate (Te Atakura) traffic safety, parking,
liveability, and equity.  Please get on with it.

Feedback on specific design details

Mein Street intersection: changes improve intersection

We support the changes to improve this intersection by extending the lane through to
Newtown School, and changing traffic light phasing to accommodate cycling.

We also note the changes to parking limits to provide short-term parking on nearby side
streets where parking spaces are removed to provide space for cycling and bus lanes outside
the hospital. We support these changes as they are consistent with the Council’s parking
policy, prioritising the movement of people over parking on main routes.

Please start the merge markings outside Newtown School closer to the intersection. This will:

● help signal the merging zone to drivers more clearly if someone parks at the last part of
the hatched area (as happens in the similar merging zone on Constable Street)

● Help drivers to understand why a cyclist may take the lane sooner after waiting at the
lights, rather than waiting until the last moment (for example, in preparation for turning
right into Rintoul St).
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Riddiford Street: great overall, but sharing with traffic at a key
conflict point undermines the experience

We prefer continuous bike lanes. This part of the route involves sections where people cycling
share the road with buses or general traffic. The merge point near John Street is close enough
to the intersection that lots of general traffic is merging into the lane from the right at the same
location as bike traffic is merging into the lane from the left. That feels scary. If left as it is, this
point will likely put off many from riding the route as they are expected to share the road with
heavy vehicles. For less-confident riders, a bike route is as good as its weakest link, and this is
a known conflict-point for cycling in the city.

Please use enforcement to reduce the amount of general traffic driving the full length of the
Riddiford Street bus lane. Painting the whole bike lane green would reduce illegal parking.

We support moving the southbound bike lane to the kerbside as it approaches Mein Street.

Thanks for fixing the ramps at the bus stops. A relatively smooth surface is important for a
safe, comfortable ride.

Please clearly mark the loading zone and cycle lane next to the John St intersection to make
the expected behaviour legible for people on bikes and people making deliveries, and to ensure
the space is not used for general parking. Time restrictions may help reduce the impact on
traffic movements through the intersection.

Adelaide Road: poor connections near the Basin affect comfort
and legibility

We support removal of the median strip, and reallocating street space from parking to
protected bike lanes.

We would like raised pedestrian crossings at side streets to improve walking, and calm turning
traffic. Existing example: Wilson Street off Riddiford St.

We would prefer continuous protected bike lanes. We’re alarmed these disappear at the north
end of Adelaide Road. Heading south, the lack of bike lane near the Accident & Urgent Medical
Centre will reduce comfort and safety, especially as people on bikes will be very close to
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parked car doors if a bus passes. Heading north, the intended transition towards the Basin
Reserve is not obvious when traffic is moving.

Where the bike lane joins Adelaide Road heading north after John St, the plan now uses the
bus lane for cycling instead of a shared path arrangement as originally explored. We
understand the rationale behind this for the ‘transitional’ bike lane, due to the hazards around
the vehicle-related businesses and mixing with pedestrians. But for a ‘transformational’ bike
lane, we’d expect to see continuous bike lanes here too – perhaps reducing southbound vehicle
lanes together with changing traffic light phasing, or providing a Barnes Dance style crossing
for pedestrians and bikes. Even for a transitional bike lane, it will be critical for this bus lane to
operate 24/7 and to be monitored for general traffic.

Basin Reserve: better connections and 24/7 access please

Please improve the legibility of the connection between the Basin and Adelaide Road. Cyclists
currently access the centre island from the right-hand northbound lane of Adelaide Road. This
is not marked as available to cyclists. Adding a marking would help make the connection
clearer.

Please ensure the existing route through the Basin Reserve is available 24/7. We understand
that major events are sometimes held here, and would like interruptions to the cycling and
walking route to be kept to a minimum.

Cambridge Terrace: continuity and minimum conflict is important

We strongly support the reallocation of street space from car parking to protected bike lanes.

We support continuous protected bike lanes, and converting the turn bays to green space.
Interruptions at the existing turning bays would dramatically reduce the efficiency, comfort,
and safety of the bike lane. This would introduce conflict with vehicles, reduce uptake, affect
riders’ opinions of the bike lane, and cause more confident cyclists to ride in the bus lane
instead.

We would like raised pedestrian crossings across side streets along this section to improve
walking and accessibility for mobility devices, and calm turning traffic. Existing examples:
Alpha Street and Tennyson Street off Cambridge Terrace.
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Kent Terrace: please ensure the crossing timing is safe and
efficient for biking

We strongly support the reallocation of street space from car parking to protected bike lanes.

Mark the bike lane across the Courtenay / Kent Terrace intersection with continuous green
paint to make it really, really obvious.

Please ensure the traffic light phasing will suit people crossing the intersection by bike. The
order of the traffic light phases, the ‘green wave’ speed for cyclists approaching through the
previous intersections, and the length of the green light phase for cyclists will all have an
impact. As the path is 2-way, avoid allowing any traffic to cross this bike lane while cyclists
have a green light.

Bus improvements: yes please! Make it all 24/7

We strongly support the provision of dedicated road space for public transport. It is important
that, where possible, public transport has smooth, unobstructed passage. Especially on wide,
key corridors such as Kent and Cambridge Terraces.

When public transport is a convenient, reliable, accessible, and affordable way for people to
get around they will be empowered to reduce their use of private vehicles. Fewer private cars
on Wellington streets is a key component for better cycling in Pōneke.

We believe that 24/7 bus lanes are required for the length of the project. We strongly
disapprove of the peak-time only bus lanes on Kent and Cambridge Terraces. It makes no
sense to have full-time lanes on a segment of this key public transport corridor but not on
much wider roads that are closer into the city. Treating public transport lanes as ‘peak hour’
concerns is an out-dated strategy that needs to change. Travel patterns and mobility priorities
are changing in response to the pandemic, climate change, and growing awareness of the
needs of groups other than 9-5 commuting workers. For example, many bus and bike journeys
on this route cater for travel to and from school, daytime errands, or weekend activities. We
need infrastructure that prioritises people's journeys – local and cross-city – that are made
without the use of a private car at all times of the day.
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Parking changes: stick to the Parking Policy

Where special arrangements are made to accommodate parking, ensure they do not conflict
with Council parking policy and hierarchy of uses for road space.

We support the changes to parking. These are aligned with WCC’s parking policy to prioritise
main streets for moving people, not parking. We note the Council will manage parking on side
streets to mitigate the impacts.

Please open and enforce each section quickly

Please ensure the new bike lanes are available and enforced as soon as possible once street
space is reallocated. Drivers can get confused and frustrated when they see people not using
what appears to be a completed bike lane.

People on bikes get frustrated when parked vehicles block almost-complete lanes because
parking enforcement only begins after the finishing touches are in place. Temporary roadworks
parking restrictions can supplement cycle-lane parking restrictions if necessary, to avoid a
confusing transition period where parking is allowed in the forthcoming bike lane.

About Cycle Wellington
Cycle Wellington is a voluntary, not-for-profit organisation aimed at improving conditions for
existing cyclists and encouraging more people to bike more often. We advocate for cyclists
who use their bikes for recreation and transport. Since 1994, we’ve worked constructively with
local and central government, Waka Kotahi, businesses, and the community on a wide variety
of cycle projects. We represent over 5,000 members and supporters.

Nā mātou noa, nā Cycle Wellington

31 August 2022
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